Dedication of Hanwon Korean House and Special Luncheon

Hak Ja Han
September 28, 2020
Grand Dedication Ceremony of Cheon Seung Jeon

Did I not mention in the past that I would plan this Cheonwon Garden such that we can see, "This is the appearance of heaven on earth that makes Heavenly Parent's dreams come true"? Hence, each item that was planned is gradually being realized.

I suddenly wished to experience the passing of the seasons here. This is why I called it Hanwon Korea House: a haven for Heavenly Parent, a place of rest for him and for humanity, a place where he and we become happy looking at nature!

I asked you to place owls throughout the complex.

People all over the world love owls. During the Goguryeo period, a crow was used in the symbol of the three-legged phoenix [the intermediary between Heaven and people]; during the Joseon Dynasty, a magpie was used. However, in the era of Cheon Il Guk, we shall use owls. They protect God’s beloved children 24 hours a day, protect against arrogance and selfishness, and bring good fortune!

Furthermore, I named this place Revival Plaza, with this garden as the center. Within this Korea House will be a restaurant and all other facilities. They will form the “HJ Revival Waterside Cafe!” The term ‘revival’ will be included in this manner. The Hanwon Korea House is located in the country where, for the first time in history, True Parents were born.

It is also an eco-friendly building. I hope you can use it frequently and come to like it a lot.